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NASA poised 
to launch first 
Sun-skimming 
spaceship
TAMPA: NASA is poised to launch a
$1.5 billion spacecraft on a brutally hot
journey toward the Sun, offering scien-
tists the closest-ever view of our strange
and mysterious star. After the Parker
Solar Probe blasts off from Cape
Canaveral, Florida on August 11, it will
become the first spacecraft ever to fly
through the Sun’s scorching atmosphere,
known as the corona. 

Understanding how the corona works
will help scientists anticipate dangerous
space weather storms, which can disrupt
the power grid on Earth. “It’s of funda-
mental importance for us to be able to
predict space weather much the way we
predict weather on Earth,” explained
Alex Young, a solar scientist at NASA.
The corona is a “very strange, unfamiliar
environment for us.”

Touch the Sun
The unmanned probe is named after

Eugene Parker, the 91-year-old pioneer-
ing solar astrophysicist, and the US
space agency has coined it as the first

mission to “touch the Sun.” It will actual-
ly skim by at a distance of 3.83 million
miles (6.16 million kilometers) above the
Sun’s surface. Mission managers say that
may sound like a lot but is really quite a
close shave, given the sweltering condi-
tions out there. The Sun-facing side of
the probe will endure temperatures of
about 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit.

The spacecraft is protected by a heat
shield that will keep it closer to room
temperature, about 85 degrees
Fahrenheit. Speeding by at a pace of
430,000 miles per hour will make it “the
fastest human-made object,” said proj-
ect scientist Nicky Fox of the Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab.
Over the course of its seven year mis-
sion, the spacecraft aims to pass
through the corona 24 times, which Fox
said makes for an “incredibly daring
journey.”

Why the corona? 
Unlike a campfire, which feels hottest

at the source, the heat from the Sun gets
more intense further away from its sur-
face. “As we go from the surface of the
Sun, which is 10,000 degrees
Fahrenheit, and move up into the corona,
we find ourselves quickly at millions of
degrees,” he said. NASA calls this mis-
match “the coronal heating problem,”
and hopes the Parker Solar Probe will
solve the mystery of why the corona
reaches temperatures of up to 10 million
degrees Fahrenheit. Fox said scientists

have already studied the corona “every
way imaginable,” and a closer look is
now needed. “We need to get into this
action region, where all of these myster-
ies are actually occurring.”

Heat shield
The probe is protected by a 4.5-

inch-thick carbon-composite shield,
built to withstand 500 times the Sun’s
radiation on Earth. A series of instru-
ments on board the spacecraft will
measure the magnetic and electric fields,

plasma waves and high energy particles.
There is also a white light imager, taking
pictures of what the spacecraft is about
to “plow through,” said Fox. “The goal is
to have the instruments on all the time
but the prime science gathering for us is
about 11 days,” she told reporters ahead
of the launch. A 45-minute launch win-
dow opens on Saturday at 3:48 am.
Awaiting liftoff, the car-sized probe is
already packed on to the Delta IV-
Heavy rocket at Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station in Florida. —AFP

Canadian start-up
seeks French 
testing ground for
hyperloop train
DROUX, France: A Canadian company hoping
to build what it bills as the future of public
transportation will seek permits this week to
set up a testing centre in central France for
developing super-fast “hyperloop” trains.
Transpod co-founder Sebastien Gendron said
that his company would file its application
Friday with officials in the Haute-Vienne
region for a three-kilometer track, which it
claims would be the longest in the world.

It is one of several groups developing the
technology, which aims to transport people in
train-like “pods” through low-pressure tubes
that would reduce atmospheric friction, allow-
ing travel at nearly the speed of sound. High-
profile investors including Elon Musk, the
head of electric car pioneer Tesla, and Virgin’s
Richard Branson have also put their financial
muscle behind hyperloop projects.

Transpod, which has raised nearly 50 mil-
lion euros from North American and Italian
investors, aims to build its first commercial
line running at 1,000 km/h (620 mph) by
2030, Gendron said. The technology “will
make humans and freight travel on earth as
fast as a plane, while feeling like you’re in the
metro,” Gendron said. It chose the town of
Droux-population 400 — north of the central
city of Limoges for the 21-million-euro project

after intense lobbying by enthusiastic local
officials.

“The state needs to act as a facilitator in
this case because, whether or not its the
future of transportation, the possibility of a
research facility on this scale can only benefit
the region’s reputation and its university,” said
Raphael Le Mehaute, the government’s repre-
sentative in the Haute-Vienne department.

Transpod said it would unveil French and
international partners for the project this
autumn-the national train operator SNCF has
already invested in Virgin Hyperloop One,
which announced this week plans to build a
$500-million research site in Spain. France is
already home to a research site for Hyperloop
Transportation Technologies, an American
company which is operating in Toulouse,
southwest France.—AFP

iPhones are not 
listening in on 
consumers: Apple 

NEW YORK: Apple Inc told US lawmakers on
Tuesday that its iPhones do not listen to users with-
out their consent and do not allow third-party apps
to do so either, after lawmakers asked the company
if  i ts  devices were invading users’  privacy.
Representatives Greg Walden, Marsha Blackburn,
Gregg Harper and Robert Latta wrote to Apple’s
chief executive Tim Cook and Alphabet Inc chief
executive Larry Page in July, citing concerns about
reports that smartphones could “collect ‘non-trig-
gered’ audio data from users’ conversations near a
smartphone in order to hear a ‘trigger’ phrase, such
as ‘Okay Google’ or ‘Hey Siri.’”

In a letter to Walden, an Oregon Republican who
chairs the House Energy and Commerce Committee,
Apple said iPhones do not record audio while lis-
tening for Siri wakeup commands and Siri does not
share spoken words. Apple said it requires users to
explicitly approve microphone access and that apps
must display a clear signal that they are listening.
The letters, in which lawmakers cited reports sug-
gesting third-party applications had access to and
used ‘non-triggered’ data without users’ knowledge,
fol lowed congressional  hearings in Apri l  into
Facebook Inc’s privacy practices, which included
testimony by its CEO Mark Zuckerberg.

Alphabet did not respond to questions about
whether it had replied to lawmakers. Apple declined to
comment beyond its letter, which was seen by Reuters. A
spokeswoman for the Republican majority on the House
Energy and Commerce Committee said “both compa-
nies have been cooperative thus far. The Committee
looks forward to reviewing and analyzing the responses
as we consider next steps.” Apple wrote that it had
removed apps from its App Store over privacy violations
but declined to say whether it had ever banned a devel-
oper. It also said it was up to developers to notify users
when an app was removed for privacy reasons.

“Apple does not and cannot monitor what develop-
ers do with the customer data they have collected, or
prevent the onward transfer of that data, nor do we
have the ability to ensure a developer’s compliance with
their own privacy policies or local law,” Apple wrote.
The iPhone maker’s App Store has generated $100 bil-
lion in revenue for developers over the past decade.
Apple told lawmakers in its letter that it rejected about
36,000 apps from among the 100,000 submitted each
week for violations of its guidelines.—Reuters

NEW YORK: Controversial Tesla chief executive
Elon Musk said Tuesday he was considering taking
the electric carmaker private, sending shares sharply
higher in anticipation of a big premium. Going pri-
vate would take the company out of the quarterly
reporting cycle, making it “free from as much dis-
traction and short-term thinking as possible,” Musk
said in a blog post. Musk, who has depicted the
quest to build up no-emissions electric cars as an
environmental mission, said he viewed going private
as “the best path forward,” but that a final decision
had not been made and ultimately rested on share-
holder support.

Shares finished up 11 per-
cent at $379.57 after being
suspended for about 90
minutes following a series of
Musk statements on Twitter
in which he initially floated
the idea of going private.
Musk’s first tweet said fund-
ing was “secured” for a
transaction that could value
the company at  $420 a
share. At that  price, the
Tesla transaction would be worth more than $71 bil-
lion. A leveraged buyout of this size-one using debt-
would eclipse by a wide margin the prior record, the
purchase for utility TXU Corp. in 2007 by a consor-
tium that included KKR and TPG for $44 billion.

Gains following the tweet added to upward move-
ment on the stock after the Financial Times reported
that a Saudi Arabian sovereign wealth fund had built
a stake of between three and five percent in the com-
pany. Musk’s tweet comes as Tesla faces continued
pressure to ramp up output of the Model 3 sedan, its
first effort at the middle market. The billionaire Musk,
who owns about 20 percent of the company, said a

transaction would not “substantially” alter his stake
and that he expected to continue to lead the compa-
ny if it occurred.

Polarizing figure 
Musk has previously discussed possibly going pri-

vate as a means to realize long-term growth and
accomplish a goal that some Tesla acolytes embrace
with near-messianic passion.  Supporters of Musk
and the company view him as a visionary akin to
Apple co-founder Steve Jobs, while critics have
likened him to a “Wizard of Oz” like figure who has

yet to turn a profit . Tesla
shareholder Quint  Tatro,
managing director of Joule
Financial, praised the idea as
“bri l l iant ,”  adding that
“Musk is t ired of deal ing
with al l  the chal lenges of
being ‘public.’” 

The South African-born
Tesla chief has courted plen-
ty of  controversy. Last
month, he apologized for
calling British caver Vernon

Unsworth, who helped rescue 12 Thai boys from a
cave, a “pedo”-short for pedophile-after Unsworth
spoke dismissively of the Tesla chief’s proposal for
bringing the boys to safety. He has also had a prickly
relationship with Wall Street, apologizing last week
to equity analysts after refusing to answer questions
on a May investor call.

Musk’s approach to a possible go-private transac-
tion also went against the grain of many companies
that release major news in non-trading hours. By
contrast, Musk made the initial comment on Twitter
and then embellished on the remarks in a series of
responses to users on the platform. In its August 1

earnings release, Tesla confirmed output was on
track after missing earlier benchmarks as it reported
a bigger-than-expected loss.

Shares have rallied strongly since those earnings,
but Musk has continued to show a short fuse towards
critics, lambasting “short” sellers of Tesla shares-
those who take bets that the stock will fall in value.
Following the company’s surge after last week’s

earnings, Musk took aim again at a short-seller in a
reported short YouTube video that likened these
investors to Hitler’s last days. Musk amplified this
point Tuesday, saying on Twitter that going private
“will be way smoother,” end “negative propaganda
from shorts” and benefit shareholders. “Am super
appreciative of Tesla shareholders,” Musk said. “Will
ensure their prosperity in any scenario.”—AFP
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FLORIDA: In this image released by NASA, technicians and engineers perform
light bar testing on NASA’s Parker Solar Probe at the Astrotech processing
facility in Titusville, Florida, near NASA’s Kennedy Space Center. —AFP

NEW YORK: An Apple store stands in lower Manhattan in
New York City. —AFP

Samsung to invest 
billions in new tech 
to drive fresh growth
SEOUL: South Korea’s Samsung Group yesterday said it would
invest $22 billion over the next three years in cutting-edge technolo-
gy including artificial intelligence, self-driving cars and biopharma-
ceuticals, as it searches for ways to drive future growth. The invest-
ment will be primarily led by Samsung Electronics, the world’s
biggest maker of memory chips, which has faced a string of setbacks
in recent years, including a fall in smartphone sales and a corruption
scandal that saw its vice-chairman Lee Jae-yong jailed last year.

Although demand for its memory chips remains robust, the mar-
ket for its smartphones appears to have hit a wall, prompting the
company to search for fresh growth opportunities. “Samsung
expects innovations powered by AI technology will drive the indus-
try’s transformation, while the next-generation 5G telecommunica-
tions technology will create new opportunities in autonomous driv-
ing, the Internet of Things (IoT) and robotics,” the company said in
a statement.

The $22 billion is part of a total of 180 trillion won ($161 billion)
that the group plans to invest over the next three years across its
businesses, with more than 70 percent of the money to be spent in
South Korea. Samsung will also expand investments in manufactur-
ing hubs, seeking to increase production of semiconductors and dis-
play screens as well as dominate new markets by developing tech-
nology to power self-driving cars. 

“Today’s announcement shows Samsung is serious in its efforts
to develop new growth engines” at a time when its semiconductor
business and mobile sector are both facing mounting competition
from Chinese rivals, Greg Roh of HMC Securities & Investment
said. The company said it expected to add 40,000 new jobs over
the next three years, in news that will likely bring relief to South
Korea’s government which is currently struggling with high youth
unemployment. —AFP

NEVADA: A recovery vehicle moves a test sled down
a track after the first test of the propulsion system
at the Hyperloop One Test and Safety site in North
Las Vegas, Nevada. —AFP

NEW YORK: Traffic moves past a Tesla dealership in the Red Hook neighborhood in Brooklyn in New
York City. —AFP


